Resources for Farmers

Iowa Farmer Today (IFT) publishes Safety Watch, a monthly column featuring safety and health information contributed by the Iowa Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation (Iowa FACE) Program, the Great Plains Center for Agricultural Health (GPCAH) and Iowa’s Center for Agricultural Safety and Health (I-CASH). Safety Watch is featured in the second issue of each month for IFT Publications’ Iowa Farmer Today, Illinois Farmer Today, Missouri Farmer Today, and Midwest Marketer. It is available online at iowafarmertoday.com.

Links to recent Iowa FACE contributed articles are below.

- Bin fires can create CO danger (S Leonard, 1.9.16)
- Taking chances: Various risks associated with pressure washing (S Leonard, 11.14.15)
- Everyday lessons: Finding creative, safe solutions to keep farming (S Leonard, 9.12.15)
- Close Calls: Patience prevents accidents when baling, moving hay (S Leonard, 8.8.15)
- Anhydrous injury: Accident survivors share two stories, What makes anhydrous ammonia so dangerous?, & Anhydrous safety online resources (S Leonard, 4.11.15)
- Hearing protection: prevention, aid never too early or too late (S Leonard & F Gerr, 2.14.15)
- Knock-down effect of hydrogen sulfide (S Leonard, 11.8.14)

Additional Safety Watch columns contributed by the Great Plains Center for Agricultural Health and Iowa’s Center for Agricultural Safety and Health (I-CASH) and other resources can be found at www.public-health.uiowa.edu/gpcah/.

Fact Sheets Developed in Partnership by Iowa FACE and the GPCAH

- Grain Engulfment and Entrapment
- Hearing Loss
- Prevention of Heat Illness
- Tractor Overturns
- Older Farmers and Ranchers
- Foaming Manure Pit Dangers
- Manure Pit Gas Awareness
- Manure Pit Gas Monitoring Guidance